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Digital Learning Spaces - an audio enquiry with academic practitioners.
Rationale
Academics respond well to being inspired by examples of ‘real’ ‘Teaching Enhanced Learning’ (TeL) practice. Collecting short 
case studies of use and posting them openly will provide a pool of inspiration which will help to move practice into digital spaces 
where appropriate. 
The case studies are designed to elicit the ‘learning design’ thinking behind the use of ‘Teaching Enhanced Learning’ (TeL) and to 
contextualise the value of the incorporation of digital spaces. In this way they are design-first, tech-second in emphasis. The case 
studies will be organised to highlight the modes of use or learning-design rather than the discipline to encourage cross-disciplinary 
inspiration.   
Why an ‘audio enquiry’?
Immediacy
Interviewee ease
Straight forward
Flexible

Question 1
“What are your aspirations 
for your course?”
Question 2
“How does the course design 
support these aspirations?”
Question 3
“What benefits have come from 
taking this approach?”
Question 4
“Any other thoughts / reflections?”
Interviewees:
Criteria
Preparations
Logistics
Examples








Themes
Use of eStudios / ePortfolios within our context
Critical Reflection / Research / Collaboration
Merging & cross-pollination of digital & organic
Growth of short ‘pure online’ courses
Emergence of post graduate ‘hybrid’ courses
The importance of thoughtful pedagogy
More to come ...
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